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June 30 Summary

Group reviewed some of the final survey data from staff and 

community on distance learning in the spring.  Also looked at initial 

results of the fall return survey and people’s preferences for a hybrid 

model.

Went over some of the OSPI updates to the guidance plan including the 

Q & A on screening, face coverings, and 6-foot distancing.

Also discussed some of the transportation guidance, as well as some 

contingency planning around possible COVID-19 cases in the fall and 

the need to be able to shift to a full-time distance learning model if 

needed.

Reminded the group that the fall return to school plan needs to be 

approved as part of a school board resolution and some possible 

changes around attendance, elementary PE, and who has priority for in-

person schooling (those furthest from educational justice). Students 

served in SPED, EL, 504, McKinney-Vento, etc.  

Group heard an update from the Executive Director of Operations on 

the work of the Operational Fall Contingency Planning Committee 

(OFCPC).

Landed on recommendations for professional development, family 

supports, social emotional supports and PD, equipment and platform.  

These included:

#1 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

● Equity/Culturally Responsive Return to School



● Training (sooner than later) on common platform

● Best practices for on-line learning, training on tech tools (Screencastify, 

Flipgrid, etc.) blended learning models, student engagement

● Social Emotional Learning 

#2 PARENT/STUDENT TRAININGS AND SUPPORT

● Training on the one selected platform, predictable use friendly schedule

● School safety expectations

● Time management training and support

● Organizational skills and motivation 

#3 SOCIAL EMOTIONAL SUPPORTS 
● Train staff in SE supports including an SE screening

● Trauma informed practices

● Opportunities to build and maintain relationships student-to-student and 

teacher-student.

● Training for students on how to recognize and report needs of themselves 

and others.

● Parent check-ins.

● Routines

● Balance Social Emotional Learning and academics – providing more time in 

fall for Social Emotional Learning

 

#4 EQUIPMENT AND CONNECTIVITY 
● Improved internet/Wi-fi (consider schedules for multiple home users)



● Hardware (headphones, etc.)

● Tech helpline for families

 #5 RESOURCES/MATERIALS/CURRICULUM AND PLATFORMS 
● Choose one common platform

● Hands on/take home resources, especially primary grades

● Consistency in standards, materials and expectations

Given the need for accessibility and the feedback across levels groups 

the initial recommendation for a single platform across schools for 

students, the group recommends:

● ELEMENTARY: Google Classroom (Explore See-saw capabilities for primary) 

● SECONDARY: Schoology

Group went over the initial feedback on hybrid models. There was 

some disagreement about the preference for each group. Specifically, 

intermediate elementary said consecutive day model was preferred to 

alternating days for a hybrid. Middle school members also said that was 

the case. An initial vote showed that an alternating schedule with a 

Wednesday remote day was preferred. Or, a consecutive day model 

with a Wednesday remote day was the second most preferred. 

There was much talk on the chat setting that people wanted more time 

to consider hybrid options and solicit feedback from others before 

voting again.


